**Construction Detail**

**Project:** A200 Whitstable Road Roundabout

**New Mini Roundabout and St Dunstan's Street Zebra Crossing**

- **Splitter Island:** Splitter island to remain as existing.
- **Bus Border:** 2.7m long and 0.6m high bus border.
- **Beacon Post (EDF to Supply):** Electrical connection to be supplied by others.
- **Lighting Column (EDF to Supply):** Lighting column to Eng ref 3 with beacon globe attached in accordance with the specification in the contract documents. Electrical connection to be supplied by others.
- **Existing Bench Seat:** To remain as existing.
- **Existing Bus Shelter:** Take up existing bus shelter and remove to contractors store.
- **Bus Shelter:** New bus shelter to be installed by others.
- **BT Payphone:** BT payphone to be removed and relocated by others.
- **Tactile Pavement:** Tactile paving to be in accordance with layout of KHC/440/1/5/A.
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